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The Environmental Agenda

Global Climate Change

Environmental damage has been evident on a local, even a regional scale, for some time.
Damageisnowbeing perceivedonthe global scale.Forexample: |ow ns

® Climate change o Forestbumings ~~ ® Solid wastes.Pe (EEL
Only 20 percentofthe wold is industrialised, and those that are not, want to be. That
seems less and less possibleunlessthe pathisdifferent. Manyofthe problems forcing a
change in the path arise from thetreatingofthe environment as a near-free good.

Although there are many areasof environmental concern, climate change — the greenhouse
effect, global warming - is of especial significance because:

Itis the most global of environmental problems.

Itis directly tied to man’s economic activities by the useofenergy.

Hence, it could be the most important issue for the energy industry.
The idea that mankind and his activities could affect the climate is relatively new. But |
‘evidence that they do is strong and accumulating fast. We are confronted with the
possibility that global temperature could increase because of increasing concentrations of
thegreenhousegases in the atmosphere, particularly C02. |

From ice core measurements, we knowthat over the ages there has been a clear relationship
between global mean temperature and C0; concentration in the earth's atmosphere. We
know, 100, that C0; concentration has been increasing and continuesto increase about 0.4
per centper year. Thedominant contributors to the increasing C02 concentration are the

although the mean temperature is about 0.7°C higher than 50 years ago, it is not certain that
the earth will continue to warm.
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The Scenario Extensions to 2050

A key difference between the scenarios is COz emissions. SUSTAINABLE WORLD addresses
the potential problem and greatly reducesemissionscompared to GLOBAL MERCANTILISM.
Changing the emission levelsofC0z and changing atmospheric C02 concentration has been
likened to turning around a VLCC. Inspiteof substantial efforts in SUSTAINABLE WORLD
and the force-backofCD emissions by 201010 almost today's levels, there is hardly any
impacton C02 concentration.

(Chart 15: Global Fossil Fuel C02 Productionto 2010

To see differences in C02 concentration, we extended SUSTAINABLE WORLD and GLOBAL
MERCANTILISM out10 the year 2050. COz emissions from fossil fuels in GLOBAL
MERCANTILISM are, then, almost twice today’s level. For SUSTAINABLE WORLD, they are
well below today's emissions ~ back to about 1972 emission levels. The impacton global
CO2 concentration i now sirkingly different and CO concentration in SW stabilises but at a
level sill higher than today’s.

Chart 16: GlobalC02Production 0.2050 i

“The conventional and probably conservative wisdom is that global mean temperature will
tise between 0.5 and 1.5°C inthe next 30 years rom COz concentration increases tha have
already occurred. I i unlikely to ise by much lesseven in SUSTAINABLE WORLD, but it
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4 could rise considerably more in GLOBAL MERCANTILISM. So, SUSTAINABLE WORLD will
notpreventthe problem arising, but it could mitigate the problem.
“Theseseemsmall changesbuttheymaskmore dramatictemperaturechanges which would |

a takeplace attemperatelatitudes. Therewouldbemore violentweather—morestorms,more
droughts, more deluges. Mean sea level would rise at least 30 cm. Agricultural patterns
would be most dramatically changed. Something as simple as a moderate change in rainfall |

a patter disrupts eco-systems, and many speciesof trees, plants, animals and insects would |
notbeable to moveandadapt.
“Thechanges would, however, most impacton humans. Inearlier times, man was ableto

" respond with his feet. Today, there is no place to go because people already stand there.
Perhaps those in industrial countries could cope witha ise in sea level (the Dutch example)
but for poor countries such defences are no possible. The potential refugee problem in
‘GLOBAL MERCANTILISM could be unprecedented. Africans would push into Europe, |

a Chinese into the Soviet Union, Latins ito the United State, Indonesians ino Australia.
‘Boundaries would count for little — overwhelmed by the numbers. Conflicts would abound. |
Civilisation couldprove a fragile thing. The logicof SUSTAINABLE WORLD is a society

mn choosingto channelsome investments into environmental maintenance against this
contingency.
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Coy msn. murine cle cepain programmes on degraded vopcl ands, encouraging
{amar artrsaarable tsk vl, vd ig ban 08301 16 wh es meof
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forth planing of 52millon vee inpanbionsnar plot Castel. Tht mb of ri ar
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ye lisime.

Governance

1 The enigma as eaedseobs mansion he ged he
‘commons’ an individual (o a county) taking just a bit more ofthe common resource
because the costo disadvantage to the individual seems small. The individual is not able to

| impose adequate restraint the benefits are obvious, there seem no cost. As has been
discovered many times in history, however, whether with the village well or the commons
‘grazing rea, there are collective costs, when individualstogetherexhaust the resource.

1 a
collectively, society is not. Rules can be devised, agreed upon, and enforced so that the
capacityofthe commons is not exceeded and access o the commons is equitably

1 distributed.
A starting points assessing how quickly environmental resources are being run down.
Countries are considering setting up national environmental accounts so environmental1 amram es
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